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Abstract

In this work we propose new decimal floating-point
CORDIC algorithms for transcendental function evalua-
tion. We show how these algorithms are mapped to a state
of the art Decimal Floating-Point Unit (DFPU), both con-
sidering the use of a carry–propagate adder or a carry–
save redundant adder. We compared with previous decimal
CORDIC proposals and with table-driven algorithms, and
we concluded that our approach have significant potential
advantages for transcendental function evaluation in state
of the art DFPUs with minor modifications of the hardware.

1. Introduction

Decimal floating-point is now a hot topic or research.
Business applications have motivated a standard for the rep-
resentation and processing of floating point decimal num-
bers (included in the IEEE 754–2008 floating-point stan-
dard), and the interest by microprocessor companies to in-
clude support for floating-point decimal processing. In this
work we concentrate on BCD hardware implementations.
A representative state of the art industrial unit provides sup-
port for floating point addition/subtraction, multiplication
and division [1] [2]. Multiplication and division are per-
formed iteratively digit-by-digit. Floating-point multipli-
cation requires 89 cycles in the worst case for the format
Decimal128. Therefore, it is very slow compared to state
of the art binary floating-point implementations. In this
work we are interested in the implementation of floating-
point decimal transcendental functions. In [3] we consid-
ered the CORDIC algorithm for the implementation of dec-
imal transcendentals. Specifically we proposed a constant
scale factor fixed-point algorithm for computing trigono-
metric functions. CORDIC was used by low cost processors

∗This work has been partially supported by the Ministry of Science and
Innovation of Spain under projects TIN2007-67537-C03-01 and TIN2006-
01078.

such as calculators, and by microprocessors when the multi-
plication hardware was slow (serial). We consider CORDIC
an attractive approach to compute decimal transcendentals,
due to its potential low cost, and the fact that a fully parallel
decimal multiplier is too costly in terms of area and power.

In this work we extend the algorithm proposed in [3] to
hyperbolic coordinates. We also extend the algorithm to
deal with floating-point numbers. We map the algorithm
in a state of the art DFPU unit, using a carry propagate
adder, and develop the redundant version of the algorithm,
to use a carry-save adder instead of the complex carry prop-
agate adder. Early implementations of CORDIC for dec-
imal operands can be found in [6] [4] [8] among others.
More recent related implementations can be found in [5]
[7]. In our proposal the number of iterations is equal to the
number of bits of the input operands (each decimal digit
requires four bits), keeping the CORDIC scale factor con-
stant and the operations of each iteration simple. These are
unique features not present simultaneously in previous pro-
posals.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly de-
scribes the CORDIC algorithm. Section 3 briefly reviews
our previous work on decimal CORDIC [3] and propose
the extension to hyperbolic coordinates. In Section 4 we
demonstrate the convergence of the algorithm. Section 5
is devoted to the floating-point extension of the algorithm.
In Section 6 we discuss the mapping of the new algorithm
to a state of the art DFPU. Section 7 describes the redun-
dant version of the algorithm at its pipelining. Section 8
compares with related works, and finally the conclusions
are presented in Section 9.

2. CORDIC Algorithm

The CORDIC algorithm performs plane rotations of vec-
tors preserving a norm for circular or hyperbolic rotation.
The intended operation for the rotation mode consists of ro-
tating a vector (xin, yin) by an angle zin = θ. Any rotation
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angle may be represented as a sequence of n angles of the
form θ ≈ ∑n

j=1 σjαj , where σj indicates the direction of
rotation (σj ∈ {−1, 1} ). Therefore, the rotation by θ can
be performed as a sequence of 2D rotations

cos(αj)
(

1 −σj tan(αj)
σj tan(αj) 1

)

All the cosine factors are precomputed as one factor K =∏n
j=1 cos(σjαj). Note that K is a constant independent of

the rotation angle. The σj values are computed from the re-
currence z[j + 1] = z[j] − σjαj . To have a remainder that
converges to zero, σj = sign(z[j]). The algorithm is ex-
tended to the vectoring mode (computation of modulus and
angle of a vector), in a simple way. In this case the direction
of the rotations are determined as ((x[j], y[j]) is the vector
obtained after the j − 1 plane rotation) σj = −sign(y[j])
(assuming x[j] ≥ 0) to zero out the y coordinate.

To obtain the conditions of convergence, for the rotation
mode, we consider a finite set of angles αi and that the value
of the angles is rounded to fit the wordlength of the datap-
ath. Let Ij the angular convergence domain at iteration j,
that is Ij =

∑n
i=j αi. Let ε the upper bound of the approxi-

mation error of the input angle θ, that is |θ−∑n
i=1 σiαi| <

ε. Moreover, θ should be within the convergence domain,
|θ| < I1. Let δj the bound on the truncation error on z[j]
due to the finite wordlength of the datapath, so that the fi-
nite wordlength value is within [z[j] − δj , z[j] + δj ]. As-
sume that at iteration j the remainder angle is within the
convergence domain, that is |z[j]| < Ij + ε. Due to the
rounding errors, the algorithm may select σj = 1 when
z[j] ∈ [−δj, Ij + ε], so that the value of z[j + 1] is within
the interval [−αj − δj, Ij+1 + ε]. For σj = −1 the result-
ing interval is [−Ij+1 − ε, αj + δj]. For convergence it is
required that |z[j + 1]| < Ij+1 + ε. Therefore, the condi-
tion of convergence is αj + δj < Ij+1 + ε We may express
ε = αn + δn, which is the error after the n iterations if
the algorithm converges. Since δj ≤ δn (the bound of the
truncation error increases with the number of iterations), we
conclude that convergence is achieved if the sequence of el-
ementary angles verifies:

αj < Ij+1 + αn (1)

This result is also valid for vectoring, taking into account
that truncation is used instead of rounding.

3. Constant Factor Decimal CORDIC

Recently we have proposed a decimal constant factor cir-
cular CORDIC algorithm [3]. The algorithm performs one
elementary rotation for every bit of the input operands. For
each elementary rotation only two alternative angles of the
same absolute value but of different sign are possible. Thus

the resultant scale factor of the algorithm is constant, which
is an important property to have a simple algorithm. The
elementary angle set is derived taking the arctangent of the
weights of the binary positions of a decimal code. We pro-
posed an angle set derived from a decimal code with digits
coded with weights 5 2 1 and 1. This results in datapaths
that only require scalings by x5 and x2. To extend the set
of transcendental functions, it is of interest to extend the al-
gorithm to the hyperbolic coordinate system. The angle set
derived from the code 5211 does not assure the convergence
of the algorithm for hyperbolic coordinates. In this work we
present an improvement of the algorithm, that allows to use
the same sequence of elementary rotations for the circular
and hyperbolic coordinate systems.

For hyperbolic coordinates we need to derive the angle
set from a decimal code with more redundancy, so that the
condition of convergence is satisfied, but restricting the nec-
essary multiples set in the datapath to x5 and x2 to have an
efficient implementation. An elegant solution is to derive
the angle set from the decimal code 5221. This is a redun-
dant decimal code, and allows the convergence of the algo-
rithm for circular and hyperbolic coordinates (see Section
4). Moreover, using this code only x5 and x2 multiples are
needed. The unified algorithm is as follows (c = 1 for cir-
cular coordinates and c = −1 for hyperbolic coordinates):
Initialization: x[1] = xin ∈ [1, 10), y[1] = yin ∈
(−10, 10) (|y[1]| ≤ |x[1]| for vectoring) and z[1] =
zin = θ (θ ∈ [−1.069.., 1.069..] for c = 1, and θ ∈
[−1.166.., 1.166..] for c = −1),
Iteration: for i = 1 to 4m

σi = sign(z[i]) (rotation mode) or σi = −sign(y[i]) (vec-
toring mode)

x[i + 1] = x[i] − c σi C[i] 10−� i
4 � y[i] (2)

y[i + 1] = y[i] + σi C[i] 10−� i
4 � x[i] (3)

z[i + 1] = z[i]− σi αi,c (4)

where αi,1 = tan−1(S[i]), αi,−1 = tanh−1(S[i]), with
S[i] = C[i] 10−� i

4 �, and C[i] = R[i mod 4] with R[0 : 3] =
{1, 5, 2, 2}. The scale factor is constant, since cos(σiαi,1)
and cosh(σiαi,−1) are constant. We call Kc to the scale
factor (c identifies the coordinate system). This algorithm
may be used directly for fixed point input arguments. In
Section 5 we present the extension to floating-point.

4. Convergence of the Algorithm

In this section we demonstrate that the set of elementary
angles of the proposed algorithm verifies the condition of
convergence (1). We first present the demonstration for cir-
cular coordinates. To show that the algorithm converges for
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circular coordinates, we have to demonstrate that

tan−1(S[j]) ≤
4m∑

i=j+1

tan−1(S[i]) + tan−1(10−4m) (5)

Since the decimal code 5221 is a valid redundant decimal
code (it can represent any number within a certain range),
the bit weight of each position is less than the addition of
the bit weights of the positions to the right (lower weight),
that is

S[j] ≤
4m∑

i=j+1

S[i] + 10−4m

Taking the tan−1 function in both terms and using the prop-
erty tan−1(a + b + ... + c) ≤ tan−1(a) + tan−1(b) + ... +
tan−1(c) results in the condition we want to demonstrate

tan−1(S[j]) ≤ tan−1

⎛
⎝ 4m∑

i=j+1

S[i] + 10−4m

⎞
⎠ (6)

≤
4m∑

i=j+1

tan−1(S[i]) + tan−1(10−4m) (7)

For hyperbolic coodinates the convergence condition is sim-
ilar to (5) but using the tanh−1() function. We use the fol-
lowing bound:

tanh−1(S[j]) ≤ S[j] +
1
2

(S[j])3

for S[j] < 0.716.... Since tanh−1(s) > s,

4m∑
i=j+1

tanh−1(S[i])+tan−1(10−4m) >

4m∑
i=j+1

S[i]+10−4m

Therefore the condition of convergence (1) for hyperbolic
coordinates is satisfied if

S[j] +
1
2

(S[j])3 ≤
4m∑

i=j+1

S[i] + 10−4m (8)

The evaluation of this expression for the different values
of (j mod 4), leads to the unified condition 10−2� j

4 � ≤
min(4/225, 19/36, 1/36, 4/36), which is satisfied for j ≥
1 and then the proposed algorithm converges for hyperbolic
coordinates.

5. Floating-Point Extension

To extend the algorithm to floating point, it is neces-
sary to perform a range reduction, and to adapt the algo-
rithm to deal with very small values keeping the required
accuracy (exceptions and other low level issues are out of

the scope of this paper). We consider the computation
of the following transcendental functions: cos(F ), sin(F ),
tan−1(F/G), sinh(F ), cosh(F ), tanh−1(F/G), eF , 10F ,
ln(F ), log10(F ) and

√
F where F = SA A 10EA and G =

SB B 10EB , with, SA, SB the sign bits, A, B ∈ [1, 10)
coded in BCD and EA, EB the exponents. Although, ac-
cording to the IEEE-754 2008 standard, the input operands
may not be normalized, for transcendental functions the
preferred exponent is the minimum possible, so a normal-
ization stage is necessary.

5.1. Range Reduction

For range reduction we consider the methods described
in [9] [10].
[sin(F)/cos(F)]: the angle is decomposed as A 10EA =
N π/2 + zin, with N an integer, zin = Mzin 10−Ezin ∈
[−π/4− γ, π/4 + γ] and π/4 + γ ≤ 1.069.... The parame-
ter γ allows certain redundancy that may simplify the range
reduction implementation [9]. The functions are computed
in the circular rotation mode with input arguments (no scale
factor compensation is necessary) xin = K1, yin = 0.0 and
zin = Mzin 10−Ezin with Mzin ∈ [1, 10) and Ezin ≥ 0.
After computing the sine or cosine of zin (the final result
of the y or x iteration), the sine or cosine of the input angle
may be obtained by simple trigonometric identities.
[tan−1(F/G)]: if F ≥ G the algorithm computes
tan−1(G/F ) and then by trigonometric identities
tan−1(F/G) is obtained. The function is computed in the
circular vectoring mode with (xin, yin) = (A, B 10−Eyin)
if F ≥ G or (B, A 10−Eyin) in other case, with
Eyin = |EA − EB |. The final result is obtained in the z
coordinate.
[sinh(F)/cosh(F)]: the following decomposition is per-
formed SA A 10EA = N ln(10) + zin, with N an inte-
ger, zin = Mzin 10−Ezin ∈ [− ln(10)/2 − γ, ln(10)/2 +
γ], and | ln(10)/2 + γ| ≤ 1.166... As before, γ pro-
vides some redundancy to simplify the range reduction.
Following the method of [10], the functions are com-
puted in the hyperbolic rotation mode with (xin, yin) =
(0.5 (1 + 10−2N) K−1, 0.5 (1 − 10−2N) K−1) and zin =
Mzin 10−Ezin with Mzin ∈ [1, 10) and Ezin ≥ 0. The
result is obtained in the x or y coordinate and does not re-
quire scale factor compensation. N should be added to the
exponent of the result.
[eF]: the same range reduction as for sinh/cosh is per-
formed. The function is computed in the hyperbolic rotation
mode with xin = yin = K−1 and zin = Mzin 10−Ezin .
[10F]: the following decomposition is performed
10SA A 10EA = 10N+r = 10N er ln(10), with
−0.5 − γ/ ln(10) ≤ r ≤ 0.5 + γ/ ln(10) and
|0.5 + γ/ ln(10)| ≤ 1.166../ ln(10). Then a base e
exponential is computed.
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[tanh−1(F/G)]: The domain of the function is defined for
|F | < |G|. Since tanh(1.166..) = 0.8229..., we may per-
form the direct computation of the function for |F |/|G| ≤
0.8229.... We use the range reduction method proposed in
[10]. For the cases i) EA ≤ EB − 2, or ii) A 10EA−EB <
0.5 B when EA = EB or EA = EB − 1, the func-
tion is computed directly in the hyperbolic rotation mode
with (xin, yin) = (B, A 10Eyin) with Eyin = EA − EB .
For A 10EA−EB ≥ 0.5 B with EA − EB = 0 or − 1
the function is computed in the hyperbolic vectoring mode
with (xin, yin) = ((B + A) − (B − A) 10Es , (B + A) +
(B − A) 10Es), with (B − A). 10EA−EB = S 10−Es and
S ∈ [1, 10) (see [13] for details).
[ln(F)]: We use the transformation ln(A 10EA) =
EA ln(10)+ln(A). Then the following computation is per-
formed: ln(A) = 2 tanh−1((A − 1)/(A + 1)). Since A <
10 we have that (A − 1)/(A + 1) < 0.8229.. and the func-
tion is computed directly in the hyperbolic vectoring mode
with (xin, yin) = (A+1, A−1) = (A+1, Myin 10−Eyin).
[log10(F)]: the following transformation is used
log10(A 10EA) = log10(e) ln(A) + EA. Then ln(A) is
computed as in the previous case.
[Square root]: We compute

√
A for even exponent, and√

A/10 for odd exponent. The square root is computed
using the hyperbolic vectoring mode that allows the com-
putation of

√
x2

in − y2
in/K−1 (obtained in the final value

of the x coordinate). Specifically, for even exponent we

compute
√

(A + K2
−1)2 − (A − K2

−1)2/K−1 = 2
√

A (the

final result have to be multiplied by 0.5). To avoid an over-
flow in the x coordinate we use (xin, yin) = (A, A), per-
form the first CORDIC iteration to obtain (x[2], y[2]) and
add to x[2] (subtract to y[2]) the constant correction term
K2−1 (1+0.5 K2−1). For odd exponent we use (xin, yin) =
((A/10+K2

−1/4), (A/10−K2
−1/4)), which results in

√
A

in the range [
√

0.1, 1), so that a final decimal left shift is
needed. The hyperbolic modulus is computed with the re-
quired accuracy in about half of the iterations required for
the other functions. Therefore, about 2m hyperbolic rota-
tions are necessary.

5.2. Floating-Point Iterations

After range reduction, one of the inputs to the CORDIC
iterations are of the form yin = Myin 10−Eyin or
zin = Mzin 10−Ezin , with |Myin|, |Mzin| ∈ [1, 10) and
Eyin, Ezin ≥ 0. To produce accurate results it is necessary
to modify the fixed point iteration to move Eyin or Ezin

leanding zeros or nines from the computation of the corre-
sponding y or z iteration (or both). We use a similar ap-
proach to [11]. We scale the y and/or z iterations by 10Eyin

or 10Ezin , depending on the mode of operation, and start the
iterations with the index i = J so that the input argument is
within the range of convergence.

Specifically, the resultant floating-point algorithm is as
follows:
Initialization: x[1] = xin, y[1] = yin, and z[1] = zin

Iteration: for i = J to J + 4m − 1
σi = sign(z[i]) (rot.) or σi = −sign(y[i]) (vect.)

x[i + 1] = x[i] − c σi C[i] 10−� i
4 �−P y[i] (9)

y[i + 1] = y[i] + σi C[i] 10−� i
4 �+P x[i] (10)

z[i + 1] = z[i] − σi Ai,c 10−� i
4 �+Q (11)

with Ai,1 = 10�
i
4 � tan−1(S[i]) and Ai,−1 =

10�
i
4 � tanh−1(S[i]). The value of P and Q depend

on the function computed: for sin, cos, sinh (with N = 0)
and cosh (with N = 0) P = Q = Ezin; for sinh and
cosh with N �= 0, P = 0 and Q = Ezin; for tan−1 and
tanh−1 (and ln and log10) P = Q = Eyin; for square root
P = Q = 0.

To determine the value of J , we take into account that
after range reduction the following bounds result: |zin| <
10−Ezin+1 for rotation, and |yin|/xin < 10−Eyin+1 for
vectoring. Therefore, convergence is achieved taking J =
4 Ezin − 3 for rotation and J = 4 Eyin − 3 for vectoring.
The implementation of these iterations require a simple con-
trol, mainly based on the value of Eyin or Ezin and on the
function implemented. The control is performed over each
of the shifting operations. Note that for the x iteration the
shift value might be greater than the maximum shifting op-
eration available, limited by the wordlength. In that case the
shifted value underflows without affecting the accuracy of
the algorithm.

Since now the initial and final index of the iteration is
variable, a large number of constant would be required.
However, the number of stored constant is kept small due
to the linear approximation of the elementary rotation an-
gles and the scale factors (to obtain some constant inputs).
As it is shown in [13], about 4B angles, and 8B/3 scale
factors need to be stored, for a datapath with B fractional
decimal digits.

5.3. Error analysis

For our implementation we want normalized significand
results in the interval [1, 10) with p decimal digits and an
accuracy of one ulp (a maximum error of ±10−(p−1) in the
significand). For instance, for the computation of the cosine
we have the following sources of error:
Approximation error of the angle: for 4m iterations a
bound for the error in the angle is given by the addition
of the last elementary angle plus the truncation errors in z.
For the last elementary angle we use the bound 10−m. For
the truncations errors, we assume that the angles are stored
with a rounding error bounded by 0.5 10−B, but during the
right shifting a truncation is performed, resulting in a bound
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(first stage)

Adder
(second stage)

pipe − registerpipe − register
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(first stage)
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(second stage)

x5, x2

Registers
Local

Look−up table

Figure 1. DFPU pipeline for mapping the
CORDIC algorithm.

of 10−B. However for about 2/3 of the iterations the error
is much smaller than 10−B (tan−1(u) ≈ u). To compen-
sate for this effect we use the bound 0.5 10−B. The re-
sultant error bound for 4m iterations is ε = ±(10−m +
4m 0.5 10−B). The corresponding error in the cosine
| cos(θ) − cos(θ + ε)| can be approximated by ε, since the
error is very small compared to θ.
Truncation error in the x/y datapath: we assume two
truncation errors (with a bound of 2 10−B) in each coor-
dinate, per iteration. Therefore, the total truncation error in
each one of the x/y datapaths is bounded by 8m 10−B.
Rounding error and guard digit: the result is rounded,
resulting in an error bounded by ±0.5 10−(p−1). Moreover,
the result may need to be normalized by one decimal left
shift before rounding, and therefore the approximation and
truncation errors are multiplied by 10.

The bound of error should be less than one ulp. This
results in the condition 10m 10−B+10−m ≤ 0.5 10−p. For
B = ∞ a lower bound of m is m = p+1. We take m = p+
1, resulting in B > p+2.94. Therefore we need to perform
4 (p + 1) elementary rotations, with a datapath of p + 4
decimal digits (one integer and B = p + 3 fractional). The
analysis for the other functions shows that these parameters
also assure one ulp accuracy.

6. Mapping to a State of the Art DFPU

In this section we propose a mapping of the proposed
algorithm to compute transcendentals in a state of the art
DFPU, i.e. a unit such as the DFPU of the IBM Power 6 or
Z10 processors. Our intention is not to describe a mapping
according to the detailed architecture of those commercial
units, but to make reasonable assumptions for the mapping
in a state of the art unit. We show the sequence of operations
to be pipelined and specify the modifications need to suit an
efficient implementation of the algorithms proposed.

We assume the hardware elements shown in Figure 1(a),
and that the elements are organized so that we can con-
figure a logical pipelined structure. Therefore the addition
from register to register (including multiplexer and comple-
menting) requires two cycles, and the shifting (using the

rotator) requires also two cycles (from register to register).
Moreover, we assume that the x5 or x2 scalings are included
within the second cycle of the shifting operation (those mul-
tiples require a small constant time; this requires that the
output of the rotator could be selected as input of the x5,x2
multiple generator).

Regarding the modification of the hardware, we need to
add a look-up table for storing the elementary angles set
and the scale factors. The output of the tables should input
to one of the adder’s multiplexers and to the rotator input
multiplexer. Moreover, we need to control the operation of
the adder (addition or subtraction) with the sign bit obtained
in certain subtraction operations. This bit is stored and used
when necessary according the algorithm. This would re-
quire a slight change in the control unit.

Basically we need to pipeline the operations for the three
coordinates. For the x and y coordinates two stages are re-
quired for the shifter and x5 or x2 multiples, and two stages
for the addition. For the z coordinate we need one stage
for look-up table access, two stages for the shifter (in the
floating-point version of the algorithm the z iteration may
require a shifter), and two stages for the addition. Figure 2
shows the pipeline schedule of the different operations for
some iterations of the algorithm. The same pipelining is
used for rotation and vectoring (and for circular and hyper-
bolic coordinates) since the values of z[i] or y[i] are com-
puted before σi is needed.

Each iteration is completed every four cycles. For 4m
elementary rotations, a total of 16m + 2 cycles are needed.
For instance, for p = 34 (which would correspond to the
number of elementary rotations for Decimal128) m = p +
1 = 35, resulting in 562 cycles.

An interesting optimization is to use a fast termination
for the CORDIC algorithm [12]. This scheme is based on
the fact that after half of the elementary rotations the ap-
proximations cos(α) = α and sin(α) = 1 can be used,
where α is the remainder angle to be rotated (similar ap-
proximations can be used for hyperbolic coordinates). The
termination consists in performing a multiplication–add (for
each of the x and y coordinates) for rotation and a division–
add operation (for the z iteration) for vectoring. To allow
the use of the built-in multiplication and division operations
for 16 decimal digits (with estimated fixed-point latencies
of 20 and 67 cycles for multiplication and division respec-
tively), we perform the elementary rotations for m = 19,
and then perform a 16 digit multiplication or division and
then a final addition. For instance, for computing the cos
function, 2 + 16 × 19 = 306 cycles are needed for the el-
ementary rotations, 20 cycles for the termination (multipli-
cation) and 2 cycles for the final addition, for a total of 328
cycles. Table 1 shows the number of cycles for each of the
considered functions for Decimal128, taking into account
these optimizations. We also show the ratio of latency to
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Figure 2. Pipelining of the proposed CORDIC algorithm.

Table 1. Number of cycles for the different transcendental functions.
Function sin, cos, sinh, cosh tan−1(a/b), tanh−1(a/b) ln exp sqrt
# cycles 328 375 378 328 292

ratio to mult.∗ 4.7 5.4 5.4 4.7 4.2

∗ Ratio with respect to fixed-point multiplication for Decimal128.

fixed-point multiplication for Decimal128 coefficients (with
a estimated latency of 70 cycles). Note that the number of
cycles for the computed functions does not include the pre
and post processing required for floating point.

7. Algorithm for Carry-Save Representation

In this section we discuss the proposed CORDIC algo-
rithm using a redundant decimal carry-save representation
for the operands. This algorithm allows to use a carry-save
decimal adder instead of the complex carry propagate adder.
Since the operands are represented in decimal carry-save,
and we want to keep the scale factor constant, we use the
sign of an estimation of the control coordinate to determine
the σi values. The sign of the estimation is obtained by de-
termining the sign of some leading bits of the carry-save
representation of the control coordinate. This scheme was
already used for binary CORDIC with redundant adders
(see for instance [9]). An error due to a wrong sign of the
estimation may lead to convergence problems. The repre-
sentation derived from the decimal code 5221 has enough
redundancy so that repetition of iterations is not necessary.
Therefore, we determine the number of bits of the estima-
tion so that the basic elementary angle set assures conver-
gence. Due to space limitations, we restrict the discussion
to the rotation mode in circular coordinates.

The scheme is based on an estimation of the sign by an-
alyzing some few bits of the remainder angle. To have the
bits to be analyzed in a fixed position, a scaling of the z co-
ordinate has to be performed. A natural choice is to scale
the z coordinate by the amount 10�i/4�. We perform the
following change of variable r[i] = 10�

i
4 � z[i] and use the

scaled elementary angles Ai = 10�
i
4 � tan−1(S[i]) . The

resulting recurrence for r[i] is

r[i + 1] =
{

10(r[i] − σiAi) if i mod 4 = 0
r[i] − σiAi if i mod 4 �= 0 (12)

The convergence condition (5) becomes:

|r[i]| < Ai + 10�
i
4 �

4m∑
j=i+1

αj + α4m (13)

To perform the computation using redundant representa-
tion we carry out an estimation of the sign of r[i] by truncat-
ing some leading bits. Let us denote as r̂[i] the truncation
of r[i] using t fractional bits, and σ̂i to the estimation of the
sign obtained by selecting the sign of r̂[i] (σ̂i = sign(r̂[i])).
Now we analyze the case of an incorrect estimation of the
sign of r[i] (that is, σ̂i �= σi)). Taking into account that r[i]
is a carry-save number, the relationship between r[i] and its
truncated value using t fractional bits (r̂[i]) is:

r̂[i] ≤ r[i] < r̂[i] + 2D[t]10−� t
4 � (14)
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where D[t] = R[t mod 4], with R[0 : 3] = {1, 8, 4, 2}.
A wrong estimation of the sign of r[i] may be performed
when r̂[i] = −D[t] 10−� t

4 � (σ̂i = −1). We need to
determine a bound on t so that this wrong estimation
still allows convergence. From expression (14) we have
−D[t] 10−� t

4 � ≤ r[i] < D[t] 10−� t
4 �. Two cases are pos-

sible: i) −D[t] 10−� t
4 � ≤ r[i] < 0 and then σi = −1 (the

algorithm converges), and ii) 0 ≤ r[i] < D[t] 10−� t
4 � and

then σi = +1 �= σ̂i, so that the convergence depends on
the number of bits of the truncated estimation, as we show
below.

Let us deal with the case in which 0 ≤ r[i] <
D[t] 10−� t

4 � (and σ̂i = −1). Therefore, to update r[i + 1]
using equation (12) an addition instead of a subtraction is
performed. Now we prove that, in spite of wrong sign es-
timation, there is enough angle redundancy to ensure the
convergence of the algorithm.

The maximum value of t is obtained for the case of min-
imum redundancy. An estimation of t bits to determine
the sign of r[i] may produce a residual angle bounded by
D[t] 10−� t

4 � 10−� i
4 � + αi. This residual angle should be

within the convergence bound, that is

D[t] 10−� t
4 � 10−� i

4 � + αi ≤
4m∑

j=i+1

αj + α4m

Therefore

D[t] 10−� t
4 � 10−� i

4 � ≤ V [i] =

⎛
⎝ 4m∑

j=i+1

αj + α4m

⎞
⎠ − αi

where V [i] is the overlap between angle i and the addi-
tion of the remaining angles plus the bound of the final
error. In [13] we show that the worst case for conver-
gence corresponds to i mod 4 =0 and among the possi-
ble values of i that verifies this condition, the worst case
is i = 4m − 4. Therefore, D[t] 10−� t

4 � 10−m+1 ≤
(α4m−3 + α4m−2 + α4m−1 + α4m + α4m) − α4m−4. We
show in [13] that this bound is verified for (correct for prac-
tical values of m >> 2)

D[t] 10−� t
4 � ≤ 0.1 +

599
30

10−2m

A suitable value for the number of fractional digits of the
estimation of the sign of r[i] is t = 4. The number of bits of
the integer part of the estimation is obtained from the upper
bound of |r[i]| in (13), which corresponds to the case i mod
4=1 [13]. The upper bound is 11.11..., that requires 5 bits
(two decimal digits, but one of them of one bit). Thus, a
total of 10 bits have to be assimilated to ensure the conver-
gence of the algorithm in redundant carry-save arithmetic:
one sign bit, five integer bits and four fractional bits.

7.1. Pipelining of the Redundant Algorithm

We consider a hardware unit similar to that of Figure 1
but including a decimal carry-save adder plus a sign detector
(of 10 bits for circular rotation). We consider three pipeline
stages. Fist stage: first part of the rotator; second stage:
second part or the rotator plus scaling by x5 or x2; third
stage: decimal 3–to–2 carry-save adder and sign detection
(we assume that this logic fits the cycle time of 13 FO4
taking the Power 6 processor as a reference).

Since a redundant representation is used, each operand
requires two words. Therefore the implementation of the
iteration requires two shifts and two 3–to–2 carry-save ad-
ditions for x and y (one for the z iteration). The resultant
latency per iteration is 5 cycles [13], requiring 1.25 more
cycles than the corresponding implementation with a carry-
propagate adder. The carry-propagate adder is used at the
end for conversion and rounding. Therefore the redundant
algorithm requires a higher number of cycles than the non
redundant version, but a simpler carry-save adder is used in-
stead of the more costly (in hardware and power) fast carry–
propagate adder.

8. Comparison with Related Works

In this section we compare our proposal with previous
works on decimal CORDIC focusing on the mapping of the
algorithms to a state of the art DFPU. We also present a
rough comparison with table-driven polynomial methods to
compute transcendentals. Decimal CORDIC for pocket cal-
culators were proposed in [4] [6] [8]. These implementa-
tions used as rotation angles the values tan−1(10−j). To
assure convergence, each elementary rotation must be re-
peated 9 times. Therefore, the algorithm requires 9m it-
erations for the rotations, a factor of 2.25 more iterations
than with our algorithm. In contrast, the implementation
does not require the x2 and x5 multiples. A recent proposal
[7] apply the standard base 2 CORDIC algorithm (with ele-
mentary rotation angles tan−1(2−j)) to the operands coded
in decimal. They have to implement the multiplications by
× 2−j which are complex for decimal BCD operands.

Another recent work for implementing transcendental
functions using a decimal digit-by-digit algorithm was pro-
posed in [5]. The algorithm is an extension to radix 10 of
the binary BKM algorithm, and it is based on the computa-
tion of complex logarithms and exponentials. The algorithm
has a reduced convergence domain, so some range reduction
computations are necessary to have a comparable range of
convergence as our algorithm. They require one iteration
per decimal digit of the input operands, so that m iterations
are required. The main drawbacks of this algorithm are the
following:
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i) Although this algorithm requires 1/4 of the iterations of
our algorithm (in fact about m vs. 2.5m iterations consider-
ing our optimization with fast termination), the mapping of
the iteration is more complex. Specifically, they have two
iterations with three additions and four multiples have to be
generated on the fly, which can take values x0, x1, x2, x3
(requires an addition), x4 (computed as x2 x2), x5, x6 (x2
x3). Therefore, in the worst case they require four additions
per iteration. Moreover they have two iterations to accu-
mulate constant values. Therefore, in the worst case, they
require 10 additions for each digit iteration. Our algorithm
requires 12 for a group of 4 bit-by-bit iterations.
ii) The algorithm presents certain irregularities that make
the mapping more difficult: some initial computations must
be performed to reduce the range so that the selection of the
digits can be done by rounding.
iii) The main limitation of the algorithm is the large number
of constants that need to be stored. We estimated that they
require about 380 Kbits of look-up table in comparison to
14 Kbits for our algorithm (a ratio of 27), both for the fixed-
point case.

Table-driven polynomial methods are a popular alterna-
tive for transcendental function evaluation. Therefore it is
worth to obtain an estimate of the latency required in a state
of art DFPU to compute a transcendental function in a re-
duced range (after the range reduction stage). We use as a
reference the error of approximation of a Chebyshev poly-
nomial (the optimum polynomial is obtained from the min-
imax approximation, but the result should be close), evalu-
ation of the polynomial by using the Horner’s rule and con-
sidered optimizations based on the significance of each of
the coefficients of the polynomial, which allow to reduce
storage space and the number of cycles for the multiplica-
tions (see [13] for details). For functions of one argument,
using two digits to obtain the coefficients of the polynomial,
a 10th degree polynomial is required, resulting in about 560
cycles of latency for Decimal128 (only fixed-point range
reduced part) and a storage of about 120K BCD digits per
function. An alternative with much less storage (4.5K BCD
digits per function) is obtained, using one digit to obtain
the coefficients of the polynomial (requiring a 14th degree
polynomial), resulting in a latency of about 880 cycles. In
contrast, our implementation requires between 300 and 400
cycles with a storage of 9.4K BCD digits for several func-
tions (some of then of two arguments).

9. Conclusions

We presented a new decimal floating-point CORDIC al-
gorithm for the computation of transcendental functions. As
the standard binary CORDIC, the proposed algorithm has
a constant scale factor and the number of iterations cor-
responds to the number of bits of the input operands. A

novel coding scheme allowed us to use a unified algorithm
for both circular and hyperbolic coordinates. Moreover, the
same set of angles can be used for a redundant version of
the algorithm. We showed how to map the algorithms (re-
dundant and non redundant versions) to a state of the art
DFPU with minor hardware modifications. A comparison
with previous decimal CORDIC proposals reveals that our
approach is more efficient for mapping to a state of the
art DFPU. Moreover, a rough comparison with table-driven
methods shows that our approach allows a significant reduc-
tion of latency and storage.
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